Effective colonoscopy training techniques: strategies to improve patient outcomes
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Abstract: Colonoscopy has substantially evolved during the last 20 years and many different training techniques have been developed in order to improve the performance of endoscopists. The most known are mechanical simulators, virtual reality simulators, computer-simulating endoscopy, magnetic endoscopic imaging, and composite and explanted animal organ simulators. Current literature generally indicates that the use of simulators improves performance of endoscopists and enhances safety of patients, especially during the initial phase of training. Moreover, newer endoscopes and imaging techniques such as high-definition colonoscopes, chromocolonoscopy with dyes spraying, and third-eye retroscope have been incorporated in everyday practice, offering better visualization of the colon and detection of polyps. Despite the abundance of these different technological features, training devices are not widely used and no official guideline or specified training algorithm or technique for lower gastrointestinal endoscopy has been evolved. In this review, we present the most important training methods currently available and evaluate these using existing literature. We also try to propose a training algorithm for novice endoscopists.
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Introduction

The most important indications for endoscopic examination of the colon include evaluation of abnormalities observed on contrast examination or other imaging tests, investigation of gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding, iron deficiency anemia, diarrhea of unknown origin, surveillance of patients with inflammatory bowel disease, and colorectal cancer (CRC) prevention.\(^1\) CRC is the third most common cause of cancer-related death. The annual incidence of CRC in the USA is 137,000 per year and mortality exceeds 50,000 per year.\(^2\) It is also well established that CRC develops according to the adenoma-carcinoma sequence.\(^3,4\) Thus, early detection and removal of adenomatous polyps reduces the possibility of CRC emergence. Colonoscopy is the current gold standard examination for colon polyp detection and CRC prevention. However, despite its undeniable efficiency, colonoscopy is still not optimal as some adenomatous polyps and even advanced neoplasms may be missed (miss rates are estimated to range approximately between 20\% and 25\%).\(^5-8\) The main etiologic factors for this failure are presence of flat or diminutive adenomas, especially ones in the right-sided colon,\(^9,10\) poor bowel preparation,\(^11\) difficulty to visualize polyps at the proximal side of folds and curves of flexures during the withdrawal of colonoscope,\(^8,12\) and also the inexperience of the endoscopist. All the above, but mainly the latter, emphasize the...
need for more qualified endoscopists worldwide in order to meet the growing demand of high-quality lower GI endoscopy. In order to disseminate the knowledge and expertise on colonoscopy, not only cognitive skills are needed, but also technical excellence in order to combine patient safety with ideal adenoma detection rate (ADR).

Colonoscopy instruction has largely followed the apprenticeship model of “see one, do one, teach one”. Its obvious limitations include time management and potential trauma to the patients involved. Furthermore, the apprenticeship model has promoted a trial-and-error culture of skills acquisition with little time for self-reflection or provision of formative feedback. Consequently, the apprenticeship model has been associated with significant frustration for the trainees and teachers. Colonoscopy instructors have recognized the limitations of an apprenticeship-based model, and are searching for novel methods to facilitate trainee-based endoscopic skills. Over recent years, however, the ongoing need for patient safety has emerged the issue of simulation-based training to the surface.

The goal of this review was to summarize the available training methods and new endoscopic devices that advance polyp/adenoma detection and to present possible benefits from their use.

Simulators and animal models

It should be noted that there are two main different ways to perform a colonoscopy. The first one is the one-person colonoscopy; either seated or upright, where one person uses both the control body with the remote switches (suction and air/water infusion button) and the insertion tube of the endoscope. The second one is the two-person colonoscopy, where one person handles the control body with the remote switches and the other person pushes and shafts the insertion tube of the endoscope. The two-person method carries higher risk for perforation, needs more space, and is more grueling for the endoscopists, whereas the one-person technique, especially the sitting method, carries a lower fatigue level and a significantly lower risk of perforation.13

Available training methods in endoscopy include simulators, animal models, and computerized or virtual reality (VR) devices. Of course in cases where none of the aforementioned potentials is available, the training of the new endoscopist takes place directly on real patients.

Mechanical simulators

The original endoscopic mechanical simulators were based on plastic. The widely known Erlangen plastic mannequin described in 1974 offered the possibility to perform gastroscopy using a flexible endoscope. Despite improvements, which could be attributed to its implementation, mechanical models in general lack realism due to poor simulation of tissue properties. Medical and technological evolution allowed the use of better simulators, such as animal models or combined mechanical and explanted organ models. Nevertheless, pure mechanical simulators offer a great learning technique to the novice endoscopist. There is a physical model made by polyvinyl chloride and a virtual simulator for training of colonoscopic insertion. Various techniques including a method to apply pressure to the abdomen and consideration for patient’s pain can be trained using these models.14

Computerized or VR devices

Simulation based on computers was first described 30 years ago and lacked realism. Fortunately, the advancements in technology led to more user-friendly and realistic simulators.15,16 The available technologies include interactive video technology, computer graphics technology, and videographic tool technology. In the first one, previously saved real-life endoscopic images were displayed in response to the movements of the endoscopist. In the second one, computerized images were used in response to the movement of the endoscope. Finally, in the videographic tool technology, real-time insertion of virtual endoscopic devices was based on real-life endoscopic images.17

Computer simulating endoscopy

Initiation of endoscopy simulation based on computers took place in the late 60s.17 Important developments in the field led to upgraded simulators, which offer the possibility to train all endoscopic ways of examination, such as endoscopic ultrasound (EUS), endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP), colonoscopy, and esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD). Training with such simulators mainly enhances the ability to navigate the scope and correct possible loops, but lacks realism in performing invasive procedures.18–21 The most successful and widely used simulators are the following:

1. The Simbionix Simulator GI Mentor II (GIM; Cleveland, OH, USA): EGD, EUS, ERCP, colonoscopy, and sigmoidoscopy can all be simulated with the GIM. Different endoscopic cases, ranging from simple endoscopic cases to advanced endoscopic skills, such as hemostasis of upper GI bleeding are offered. The simulator archives all data related to the procedures, which can later be used in order to estimate the improvement of each trainee. GIM can also simulate patient’s pain and loop formation.
Magnetic endoscopic imaging (Scope Guide)

Magnetic endoscopic imaging (MEI) introduced a relatively modern method for easing endoscopy training. This procedure uses real-time data concerning the three-dimensional positioning of the endoscope, which is really beneficial for the amateur endoscopist so as to recognize loop formation. Real-time MEI uses three generator coils positioned below the patient. Each magnetic pulse is detected by a series of sensor (receiver) coils positioned 12 cm apart, along a catheter that is inserted through the biopsy channel of the endoscope. From the electrical signal induced in each sensor coil, the precise three-dimensional position and orientation of each sensor coil can be calculated. A smooth curve is fitted through each of the calculated points, generating a real-time, three-dimensional graphic image of the colonoscope shaft. It is generally believed that MEI offers important information to the endoscopist, especially regarding loop formation. MEI has shown really favorable results on easing colonoscopy completion, locating lesions, patient comfort, and rating colonoscopy competence.

Ex vivo animal models

Ex vivo animal tissue models offer another approach to VR. Studies on bovine models mention the realism of using animal models despite differences in anatomy and tissue texture. Intubation times on animal models and actual patient-based colonoscopy data are well related, pointing out the usefulness of these models. Animal models offer the best endoscopic alternative, but ethical concerns limit their use.

Composite and explanted animal organ simulators

Composite simulators combine plastic parts and explanted animal organs, in an effort to improve the training technique. These devices were simulating many endoscopic situations and gave the possibility to perform a number of procedures: gastroscopy, colonoscopy, hemostasis, endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR), polypectomy, ERCP, percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy tube insertion, EUS, and double-balloon enteroscopy. The main advantages of ex vivo animal models are a more realistic feel compared with purely mechanical models, the ability to practice endoscopy in a controlled setting, and the cost-effectiveness compared with computer-based simulators. On the other hand, the time needed to prepare the animal model, the need to dispose the tissue, and the different structure of tissue are the main disadvantages.

Comparative studies and efficacy

Two types of simulator studies exist: validity studies and clinical trials. Construct validity reflects the ability of a simulation device to discriminate endoscopy experience of the user by...
calculating parameters such as procedure time, colonic extent examined, and detection of lesions. Validity studies evaluate initially a simulator, but clinical trials are those to prove the benefit of using an endoscopic simulator in the clinical setting. Apart from a pilot study, which validates an ERCP mechanical simulator that is not commercially available, there is no other published validity or clinical (outcome) study on mechanical simulators. Such studies were conducted for ex vivo animal simulators and computer simulators.

Regarding colonoscopy assisted by computer simulators, there is an abundance of validation studies. The main questions that needed to be answered in the majority of these studies were whether the use of a simulator improves training of endoscopists, and when and how is the best way to use simulators, if simulators improve complication rates, and if simulators could be used to discern the experience of an endoscopist.

The role of simulators in the initial phase of training

Two studies have shown a clear benefit in the early phase of training, potentially leading to a shorter learning curve and better performance in the endoscopy room. Interactive animated graphics explaining particular endoscope loops and variations of colonic anatomy that are typically encountered are the main factors that improve the teaching procedure during the early phase of hands-on training. Simulation should spare patients from being used for the early phases of training and should speed up and quantify the learning process.

There is also a randomized, controlled, blinded, multicenter trial from the USA, during which 45 GI fellows were randomized to either 10 hours of training on a simulator during their first 2 months of fellowship or to no training at all. The evaluation of their performance on 200 subsequent patient colonoscopies was the endpoint of this study. The simulator-trained group showed significantly better competence during the first 80 procedures, but the number of endoscopies (mean 160) needed to achieve 90% competence was almost equal for the two groups.

Another multinational, multicenter, single-blind, randomized, controlled trial included 36 novice endoscopists who were randomized to 16 hours of simulator training (subjects) or patient-based training (controls). The endoscopists performed three simulator procedures before and after training. Three cases were assessed after training by blinded experts. Performance was significantly improved on simulated cases compared with patient-based training. Subjects had higher completion rates ($P<0.001$), shorter completion times ($P<0.001$), and demonstrated higher technical skills, such as reduced pain scores, limited use of abdominal pressure, and loop management.

A randomized, controlled trial compared two groups; one included novice GI fellows who underwent a 6-hour simulator training and the other was a control group. The results showed that the first group performed better in all parameters apart from cecal intubation time (CIT). Though, it must be noted that the better performance was equalized for both groups after the first 30 procedures.

Another study of eight surgical residents claimed that examination efficiency was improved by offering a monthly simulation training during 2 years compared with the standard training without simulator. A study from the USA proved that VR simulator training accelerates development of the hand-eye skills for adequate sigmoidoscopy.

Effect of type of training and feedback

Intensification of training programs also plays an important role according to a study from St Marks Hospital. This was the first prospective study to claim a positive, sustained impact of intensive hands-on colonoscopy training course. Twenty-one trainee endoscopists with varying experience on lower GI endoscopy underwent an accelerated colonoscopy training week, during which performance in key areas of skill acquisition was measured. Endoscopists improved in most of colonoscopy technique parameters after 5 days of intensive (one-to-one) training. This result was the same at medium-term follow-up, whereas trainees improved their technique with concomitant decrease in procedure time. Nevertheless, these results correspond to a significant reduction in CIT whereas exertion time remains to be further validated.

Simulators are not enough for proper training of novice endoscopists and feedback from experienced endoscopists is mandatory. That is claimed by an interesting study, where 22 novel gastroenterology trainees were randomized to a group, which received special training, provided by an experienced supervisor and a controlled group, which received no feedback during its training. Although both groups had the ability to complete the procedure on the simulator, the feedback group performed better (faster CIT, higher percentage of mucosa visualized) with less perforations (zero in the feedback group performed better (faster CIT, higher percentage of mucosa visualized) with less perforations (zero in the feedback group vs seven in the no-feedback group). The importance of feedback was also stated in an English study, where trainees using simulator demonstrated no improvement without feedback from an expert.

There are two interesting studies which confirm that better technical skills acquired with simulators are also transferred
to real-life colonoscopy. The first one was conducted using the ETS1 computer simulator. Thirty-six trainees without previous endoscopy experience were randomized either to 16 hours simulation or to standard patient-based training. Performing three test colonoscopies on the simulator and three live colonoscopies and being evaluated by blinded experts was the primary endpoint. Higher cecal intubation rates and better technical skills were recorded for those trained with the simulator. The simulator group did not perform colonoscopies on real patients during training, but on real-patient test cases the performance was equal, showing that simulator skills were transferred to real-life endoscopy. The second study compares a human-based and a computer-based technical skills assessment tool in live and simulated GI endoscopies performed by consultants and trainees. Two hundred and ten live and simulated endoscopies were performed by 18 consultants and 37 trainees. The construct validity and mean inter-rater reliability were statistically better for the human-based tool. Residents trained on a colonoscopy simulator prior to their first patient-based colonoscopy performed significantly better in the clinical setting than controls, suggesting that skills were transferred to real patients.

A randomized trial of independent (automated simulator feedback only) versus proctored (human expert feedback plus simulator feedback) simulator training included medical students who were able to perform a standardized VR colonoscopy case at three different time points. The first one was performed before the initiation of training, the second one after the completion of training (posttraining), and the third one after a median of 4.5 months without practice (retention). Student’s performance was evaluated by proficient criteria and compared for the two groups. Thirteen trainees (eight proctored and five independent) participated in the trial. Proctored and independent groups performed equally. The results revealed improvement from baseline to post-training endoscopy, which was retained in the retention testing. Therefore, it was concluded that colonoscopy skills could be retained for several months after proficiency-based VR simulator training, regardless of the training approach (proctored or independent) used.

Regarding patient comfort, there is a reference that patients report less discomfort when colonoscopy is performed by simulator-trained endoscopists, reflecting a direct benefit to the patient by using computer-based endoscopy simulator training.

It must be noticed that there is only one prospective randomized trial that casts doubts on the value of VR-based endoscopy simulation. This study regarded medical residents who were trained in sigmoidoscopy and the results showed no improvement for those who underwent simulator-based training in comparison to those who did not.

**Magnetic endoscopic imaging**

Regarding MEI, there is one study that evaluates the usefulness of the device. Only one novice trainee took part in the study, with previous experience of only 15 colonoscopies. The aim of the study was the management of looping and the learning of the maneuvers required to straighten the colonoscope shaft. The investigators recorded looping duration and the number of attempts that were needed to straighten the colonoscope shaft and advance the instrument tip. Primary measured endpoints were intubation time, duration of looping, and the total attempts to straighten the scope per procedure. The time that colonoscope was looping and mean intubation time were shorter when the trainee used MEI view. The study suggested that use of MEI improved loop reduction techniques and shortened learning curve. The effect of MEI on the performance of novice endoscopists and the total load of work in colonoscopy were tested in the following study: 20 novice endoscopists underwent a teaching course and subsequently performed two colonoscopies on a model. The first group used MEI, while the second did not. Second lower GI endoscopy was performed with the imager for the second group and without it for the first group. Participants who initially used MEI demonstrated a significant improvement in their performance. Total workload was similar for both groups.

**Discrimination studies**

The AccuTouch flexible sigmoidoscopy simulator has the ability to discriminate novice and expert endoscopists according to two studies. As expected, experts outperformed residents, but this difference was not sustained between senior residents and experts. It must be noted though that following studies could not prove any advantage for endoscopists trained on simulators when compared with endoscopists trained directly on real patients. Gerson and Van Dam conducted a study with nine residents (group 1 – simulator-trained group) and seven residents (group 2 – traditional bedside teaching group), who performed and completed 66 sigmoidoscopic examinations. The initial endoscope insertion and the negotiation of the rectosigmoid junction was more difficult for participants in group 1 (mean score ± standard error of mean 2.9±0.2) than those in group 2 (3.8±0.2) (P<0.001). Ten of 34 examinations (29%) in group 1 reached independently the splenic flexure compared with 23 out of 32
examinations (72%) in group 2 \( (P=0.001) \). Retroflexion was successfully performed by 19 out of 34 (56%) in group 1 compared with 27 out of 32 (84%) in group 2 \( (P=0.02) \). There was no statistical difference between the two groups concerning the average procedure time, the patient satisfaction, and discomfort associated with the procedure.

The dissent
In discordance to the aforementioned bibliography, there is a prospective, observational trial,\textsuperscript{54} which concludes that simulator does not offer a realistic simulation of human endoscopy. Five gastroenterology fellows on their first year of training and six gastroenterology attendings from a single academic center performed six common endoscopic cases on the Simbionix GIM endoscopy simulator. The simulator measured 13 performance parameters, which were compared between the two study groups. All participants completed a survey evaluating the realism of the simulator. No significant overall differences were found between novices and experts, as both groups were able to complete the tasks in the simulated cases. On the contrary, level of expertise was discriminated by the simulator based on parameters related to the time spent for the procedure (total time, time to reach the second duodenum, time to reach the cecum, and efficiency of screening).

Polyp detection and new endoscopic devices
During the last decade, a great variety of new technologies and techniques have emerged for detection and characterization of colon lesions. The high-definition colonoscope showed that the variance in ADR between high-definition colonoscopy and standard-definition colonoscopy was only 3.5%.\textsuperscript{55} The wide-angle colonoscope with 170 degrees of forward-viewing angle visualizes more mucosa than a standard colonoscope with a 140-degree viewing angle. The only benefit though is its association with shorter withdrawal times. Low ADR results have also emerged by using cap-assisted colonoscopy, which flattens colonic folds and colon capsule endoscope, although the latter one is recommended by the European Society of GI Endoscopy as an alternative examination to colonoscopy in non-high-risk individuals for CRC.\textsuperscript{56} Apart from these, a technique that is commonly used is the retroflexion in order to visualize the dentate line in the rectum mainly and the proximal colon secondary. Studies have not shown any ADR improvement and the complications, such as perforation, lead to the opinion of a nonrecommended examination, especially for trainees and less experienced endoscopists.\textsuperscript{57} A new era in discovering and characterization of diminutive polyps and flat lesions has come with the chromocolonoscopy with dyes spraying such as indigo carmine, which improves the visual antithesis between normal and pathologic mucosa. The time consumption though, needed for dye spraying, has led to the proposal that this procedure should rather be reserved for high-risk patients for dysplasia,\textsuperscript{58} using the method of dyeing the entire colon during colonoscope withdrawal, so as to increase the ADR. Consequently, due to the need for saving time, virtual chromoscopy has emerged, using optical and/or electronic methods (instead of old ones dyes, catheters, etc), such as narrow band imaging (NBI), Fuji intelligent color enhancement, and autofluorescence imaging. Virtual chromoscopy uses different wavelengths, which infiltrate tissues to different layers. Blue light is diffused more superficially than red light.\textsuperscript{59} Studies have proven that NBI-high magnification is the most accurate technique for differentiating diminutive colorectal polyps even for inexperienced endoscopists who undergo a 1-hour lesson organized by an experienced endoscopist.\textsuperscript{60} This outcome was verified for the high endoscopy experience group as well, showing that NBI-high is accurate enough to provide a high level of reproducible agreement in differentiating dysplastic from nondysplastic colorectal polyps. Furthermore, it is well established now that diminutive polyps sometimes harbor dysplastic characteristics leading to their resection and submission for pathology evaluation. If this strategy is replaced by the “characterize, resect, and discard” strategy then the cost saving would be enormous.\textsuperscript{61–63} In skilled hands, precision rates for a “resect-and-discard” policy are higher for NBI,\textsuperscript{64–66} Fuji intelligent color enhancement,\textsuperscript{57,68} and autofluorescence imaging,\textsuperscript{69} ranging between 85% and 92%, but these rates were reported to be lower when used by nonexperienced examiners.\textsuperscript{54,70,71}

Despite the initial enthusiasm, even pancolonic virtual chromoscopy has some disadvantages including the difficulty of localization of diminutive and flat lesions and the reduced ADR and polyp detection rate (PDR). Technical reasons such as the excessive brightness of the virtual image and the inability for an ideal preparation of the colon are implicated as the drawbacks of virtual chromoscopy. These factors might lead to the misinterpretation of bile fluid and stool residues as pathological lesions.\textsuperscript{72}

Newer teaching tools should be developed to train less experienced endoscopists to obtain an acceptable level of accuracy and confidence in real-time colonoscopy procedures. Although there are advantages to interactive didactic teaching, newer techniques such as computer-based or web-based
teaching tools show an easier accessibility to endoscopists who can review and assimilate them at their own convenience. An important aspect of training is testing the performance after training to evaluate the level of competence achieved. Studies have shown that video clips closely simulate live colonoscopy in comparison with images teaching strategy, which have narrowed real-time assessment in clinical practice so far.73

Apart from these well-established visualization techniques, new methods are evolving that have initially shown encouraging outcomes. Third-eye retroscope is a device that is launched through the colonoscope channel and can retroflex 180 degrees, providing a 135-degree view behind colonic folds. Although this has been shown to increase ADR by 23%, there are some limitations in its use, such as the reduced suctioning capacity and the need of device removal when biopsy forceps or a polypectomy snare is needed.73 The full-spectrum endoscope is designed with one front and two lateral cameras combined with light emitting diode groups, offering a 330-degree image of the lumen. It has shown promising results in terms of ADR and PDR improvement for colonoscopy, but additional research will probably be required before definitive conclusions can be drawn.73 Another innovation that should be mentioned is infusing water instead of or in addition to air during colonoscopy.74,75 Infusion of water dilates the colon and can be performed either in addition to insufflating air (water-immersion method) or without insufflating air (water-exchange method).76,77 Although this procedure was initially designed to ease cecal approach, it is now perceived that it might increase ADR.

Polyp removal and related training methods

As already mentioned, progress in colonoscopy techniques has improved the detection of colorectal polyps. Following polyp detection, the endoscopist must decide which is the ideal way to remove it. Offered techniques range from cold or hot forceps polypectomy, cold snare polypectomy, hot snare polypectomy, EMR, and endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD). For less experienced endoscopists, various training methods such as physical models, virtual simulators and animal models, and clinical stepwise practice are used to increase the learning curves of such endoscopic techniques.

Regarding simple polypectomy, the Welsh Institute for Minimal Access Therapy78 has designed a porcine model. Goal of the study was to prove that polypectomy in an ex vivo porcine intestine can be realistic and can also improve the acquisition of complex polypectomy skills within a safe and controlled environment.

EMR is mainly used for intramucosal neoplasia or very large polyps, especially those ranging between 15 and 20 mm with en bloc method or for those over 20 mm with piecemeal EMR. Normally, training of EMR first includes observing expert’s technique, then performing easy cases such as small rectal polyps under supervision, and finally, treating difficult lesions in the entire colon. In clinical practice, the use of 0.13% hyaluronic acid in EMR, which maintains the mucosal elevation longer than saline, is recommended for less experienced endoscopists.79–81 In Japan, harvested animal models have recently been used for training of EMR.82 It should be highlighted that there are no virtual simulators for training of EMR, whereas polypectomy of pedunculated polyps can be practiced with virtual simulators.

Finally, ESD is a new technique for the resection of early T1a intramuscular neoplasias, mainly in the stomach. Although it is associated with lower recurrence rates, the technique carries higher perforation rates and is more time-consuming than alternative methods, including EMR.82 Colorectal ESD training is usually a stepwise system, starting with observing and helping in ESD performed by highly experienced endoscopists.83–85 The next step is training on animal models. Porcine and canine in vivo models have showed promising training results.86,87 However, they are expensive, inconvenient, and require the animal being sacrificed. In contrast, ex vivo animal models are inexpensive and the recent development of simulated blood flow enabled more practical training including endoscopic hemostasis.83 The suggested number of ESDs during the training period is 30, as suggested by the European Society of GI Endoscopy. Nevertheless there is improvement in the technical skills of the endoscopist after the first 10-15 ESD cases have been performed.83 Finally, clinical practice is performed under the supervision of experts, beginning with gastric ESD (20–40 procedures to gain proficiency), then rectal ESD, and finally colonic ESD.88,89 It should be mentioned that there are no virtual simulators for training of ESD, something that is strongly desired.

Conclusion

GI endoscopy is one of the most developing invasive techniques in the medical evolution, offering to both doctors and patients the advantage of preventing or even resecting common neoplasias. Given the abundance of different and complicated procedures of GI endoscopy, a constantly better, more efficacious, and intensive training is needed. This is now possible due to various simulators and animal models, providing a safe way for novice endoscopists to famil-
iarize with the endoscopic devices and procedures without causing discomfort or even harm to the patients. Moreover, in the field of adenoma and intramusosal neoplasia detection, there is a revolution of endoscopic technological advancements in the fields of imaging and/or accessories, which could allow even beginners to detect “suspicious” mucosal lesions and effectively remove them. Most of these modern training adjuncts, however, are scoured by high costs and therefore are not available in every endoscopy unit throughout the world. Therefore, in many cases, their use, although desirable, has to be forfeited. In these cases, training can still be obtained beginning from a combination of lectures, reading materials, and possibly tests that trainees should first pass, before they advance into careful hands-on examination of patients under close supervision by experienced trainers. These examinations should be performed in a stepwise fashion, beginning from diagnostic procedures and then advancing to interventionals ones. Although use of simulators and other technological advancements is, of course, the preferred pathway, the other alternative can also be followed in cases where there is no availability of these more advanced means. The common prerequisite in both these strategies is the presence of experienced, competent, and devoted trainers, who can solve questions, give solutions to problems that might arise during implementation of these training methods and/or procedures, but – most important – who can guide trainees through their initial steps in colonoscopy and help achieve the best outcomes for the benefit of patients.
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